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Introduction

— Dolla S. Merrillees,
Exhibition Curator

Described variously as a visual artist, fashion

Thuỷ Nguyễn — An Everyday Dream, a title

designer, change maker, influencer, trailblazer,

inspired by a famous song Ngậm Ngùi2, focuses

entrepreneur

Thuỷ

on different thematic elements of Thuy Design

diverse

House vividly illustrating the diversity and

disciplines including painting, art installations,

richness of the collections and their inspirations.

film, fashion and design. In 2021, Thuỷ celebrates

Vietnamese idioms, folk mythology and legends

ten years at the helm of her eponymous label,

are recurring motifs reflecting Thuỷ’s deeply

Thuy Design House, thus she was keen to reflect

rooted connection to Vietnamese culture and its

on, and share her life, in fashion.

traditions. The exhibition brings into focus Thuỷ’s

Nguyễn’s

and

creative

businesswoman,
practice

spans

unique creative perspective featuring garments,
Exhibition
Thủy Nguyễn - An Everyday Dream
Curator
Dolla S. Merrillees
Duration
7 November 2020 — 6 February 2021
Venue
The Factory Contemporary Arts Centre
15 Nguyen U Di, Thao Dien, District 2,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Organized by

Clothes have biographies and lives, and can be

accessories, ensembles and archival material

read as a map of our past and present and Thuỷ’s

from her own personal collection presented in

collections are above all autobiographical. Her

a series of strikingly designed mise en scène. It

collections are often fashioned around narratives

celebrates the creative process and the dynamic

such as motherhood, home, spirituality and

fluid designs of contemporary Vietnamese fashion

nature. While Thuỷ did not formally train as a

both within Vietnam itself and in the global

fashion designer, her creative practice is built

context, and reminds us as stated by Tristam

up of layered meanings and an understanding of

Hunt, Director of the Victoria and Albert Museum

the symbiosis between tradition and innovation,

in London “... that the story of fashion is so often

between East and West.

a blurring of the unique and the universal, the
familiar and the foreign.”3

Thuỷ values new ideas and individuality, and
inspiring imagination and creativity are central

*Text written for this exhibition guide by Dolla

to her ethos - an attitude that underpins and

S. Merrillees in collaboration with the curatorial

informs her visual arts practice and by extension,

team of The Factory.

her fashion.

For Thuỷ, “painting and fashion

have the same elements – colours and shapes.”1
However, this understates her designs most
Co-produced with

important characteristics, including an emphasis
on form and construction, ornamentation and
exaggeration, drama and flamboyance. Thuỷ

Promotional Partner

designs entirely on her own terms, refusing to

1 • Hoang, Sammy T. 2019, ‘Milestones on the Artistic Path’, Culture Magazin

compromise, never satisfied and constantly on

2 • Music by Phạm Duy, lyrics by Huy Cận

the lookout for new things, new goals.

Publishing, London

3 • Hunt, T 2020, Foreword, Jackson A (ed), Kimono: from Kyoto to Catwalk, V&A
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N°1 - N°10

Áo dài: Future Creation

“It demands the wearer have a self-effacing
bearing, cautious, moving deliberately, lightly…
so they can become young Vietnamese women of
grace and politeness.”

1

Leshkowich A. M. (2003)
The Áo Dai Goes Global, Re-Orienting Fashion.

“I really want to bring a breath of fresh,

Long tunic dresses with high slits, colourful prints,

ideals of women’s empowerment and beauty.

contemporary air into tradition. I want to

sequined gowns and metallic dresses with raglan

The history of the áo dài dating back to the 17th

give new life, rather than being constrained

sleeves and mandarin collars were photographed

century is one of evolution and change, from being

by tradition.”2

on the streets of Rome as part of Alessandro

considered elitist in the 1920s to subsequently

Michele’s Gucci Pre Fall 2020 collection. “It tells

being adapted by Vietnam’s first wave feminists

a story about proportion, silhouette and, above

in the 1930s, as is noted by Phạm Thảo Nguyên

all, the balance between shape and colour,”

and Dr Bùi Trân Phượng.5 Thuỷ’s first memory of

Thuỷ Nguyễn, December, 2019

says Michele. What is also clear is that it tells

wearing the áo dài was to school each Monday -

a story of Western designers inspired by, and

a traditional white tunic designed to accentuate

reinterpreting elements of, Asian ethnic dress

“... a schoolgirl’s grace, femininity and tactfulness.”6

3

such as the áo dài and the cheongsam, for their

1 • Leshkowich A. M. (2003) The Áo Dai Goes Global, Re-Orienting Fashion, pp. 97
2 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019.
3 • Turra A. (2019) Gucci Pre Fall 2020, retrieved from [https://wwd.com/
runway/2020-pre-fall/milan/gucci/review/]
4 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019
5 • For more background on these social changes of the áo dài, see Trần Quang
Đức (2013) History of Vietnamese Costume 1009-1945; Phạm Thảo Nguyên

own designs. While there is debate surrounding

For Thuỷ, the áo dài is an integral part of

the differences between cultural appreciation

Vietnamese culture, a garment that transcends

and flagrant appropriation - Thuỷ sees in it “... a

politics, gender and class. While it remains a

kind of admiration… as long as they respect the

popular tourist stereotype of Vietnamese tradition

culture that they reference and give full clear

today, Thuỷ gives new life to its history by including

credit of the origins. Then I think it’s fair because

emboldened cuts and an array of materials,

many Vietnamese designers take inspiration from

patterns and colours, most notably with her use of

the West.”4

brocade in her Brocade Áo Dài collection of 2015,
as well as her strapless áo dài, showcased in Rome

(2019) Áo dài Lemur and the social context of Phong Hoá & Ngày Nay magazines;
and ‘The Minh Khai Generation: Discussion with Dr Bùi Trân Phượng’, from
[https://factoryartscentre.com/en/event/the-minh-khai-generation-discussionwith-dr-bui-tran-phuong/]
6 • ‘Áo dài should remain students’ ceremonial costumes’, discussion, retrieved
from [https://tuoitrenews.vn]

While for some the áo dài has been symbolically
associated

with

Vietnamese

identity

and

nationhood, today it is more often identified with

as part of Vietnam Culture Day, 2015.
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The áo dài (literally ‘long shirt’) has seen significant
evolution throughout its history and has been the
subject of political reform and cultural identity
since it was popularly adopted as common dress
during the Nguyễn Dynasty (1802 - 1945), as
well as being marked by foreign influence. With
some regional variations across Southeast Asia,
in Vietnam the outfit typically consists of loosefitting pants worn under a long tunic with side
slits. While retaining the basic two-piece structure,
designers have creatively adapted the garment
experimenting with fabrics, neckline and sleeve
variations, layers, decorations and embellishments,
as well as surface design. The áo dài is a striking
example of hybridity in which foreign influences,
such as French and Chinese elements, have been

N°1

N°3

N°4

borrowed and adapted to produce something

Jil Sander Women’s Fall/Winter collection — 2019

Gió Mùa Về (Monsoon Arrival) collection — 2017

Brocade Áo Dài collection — 2015

uniquely Vietnamese. For example, painter Nguyễn

Dress: silk

8 - panel áo dài: silk, chiffon | Pants: brocade |

Dress: brocade | Accessories: brocade conical

Cát Tường’s 1934 re-design of the áo dài1 - known

Courtesy of Thuỷ Nguyễn’s private collection

Accessories: silk headpiece with embroidery,

hat, wooden shoes

as the ‘Le Mur’ - introduced firstly a change in the

Thuy Design House Pants: silk | Customised

earrings, wooden shoes

Courtesy Thuy Design House

sleeves to make it loose and comfortable around

accessories

Courtesy Thuy Design House

the underarm and neat around the wrist, then a

Courtesy of Thuy Design House

The Brocade Áo Dài collection (2015) had its

variety of collar forms - such as round, V-shaped,

debut in Rome as part of ‘Vietnam Culture Day’,

big collar with lace - in addition to a better-fit

an event showcasing fashion from contemporary

waistband and trouser legs.

Vietnamese and Italian designers. A singular
feature of this collection was its use of brocade

The áo dài has also appeared on international

which included this sleeveless áo dài with its

haute couture runways and has inspired non-Asian

intricate patterning. Criticised as being “... too

designers. Following films such as ‘Indochine’ and

Chinese and a desecration of the traditional

‘The Lover’ (both set in the French colonial period),

áo dài”2 this design nonetheless represents

Ralph Lauren, Richard Tyler, Claude Montana, and

the ongoing evolution of the style blending

Giorgio Armani debuted áo dài-inspired collections.

contemporary and traditional elements, with

More recently Jil Sander’s Fall 2019 Runway show

Western tailoring and bodily aesthetics.

included an ensemble that referenced this iconic
Of the controversy, Thuỷ comments, “The designer

symbol of Vietnamese identity.
N°2

has the right to choose whatever material they

Spring/Summer áo dài of the Queen,

believe represents the outfit’s special qualities,

Nguyễn Dynasty — 1802-1883
Reproduction by Vũ Văn Giỏi — 2017

1 • Phong Hoá magazine Issue No.87, No.88 & No.89
2 • Chan, E, ‘Fashion faux pas? Former Miss Vietnam criticised for looking

Áo dài : colored and gold thread embroidery on

too Chinese after walking down runway in traditional outfit’, Mailonline,

crêpe, brocade, silk lining

3 • Vietnam celebrities criticised for Ao Dai changes’, Vietnamnet, 12 July, 2015.

Courtesy Thủy Nguyễn’s private collection

22 July 2015.

even if it is from a foreign source, and especially
when mixing tradition and modernity. Through
the pattern, style, and design, one must be able to
see tradition. That is the most important.”3
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N°5

N°7

N°9

N°10

Viên Mãn (Contentment) collection — 2016

Tình Tang (Playful) collection — 2019

Mỵ Châu (Princess Mỵ Châu) collection — 2019

Mộng Mị (Reverie) collection — 2017

Dress: silk, chiffon | Pants: Mỹ A silk |Accessories:

Áo dài: organza | Pants: silk | Waistband with

Áo dài: digital print and beading on satin with

Dress: digital printing, embroidery and

silk headpiece with embroidery, wooden shoes

beading and embroidery | Accessories: earrings,

goose feathers | Pants: digital print on brocade |

beading on satin | Accessories: headpiece,

Courtesy Thuy Design House

wooden shoes

Accessories: bracelet, transparent

earrings, handbag with beadwork

Courtesy Thuy Design House

high heels

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
Đạo Mẫu, or ‘Mother Goddess’ worship, has been
a source of strength, inspiration and spirituality
in Vietnamese culture for centuries.

Devoted

to female deities, ‘[Mother Goddess worship]
represents Vietnamese women’s burning desire
for freedom, independence and happiness’ says
Dr. Nguyễn Ngọc Mai, head of religious studies at
the Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences.1 The most
popular celebration of Đạo Mẫu is the hầu đồng, a
ritual or trance ceremony featuring a number of
artistic elements including music, singing, dance
and the use of colourful costumes. The Mộng Mị
collection takes its inspiration from the four main
colours of Đạo Mẫu - red, green, white and earthy

N°6
Brocade Áo Dài collection — 2013

N°8

brown - reflected in such motif as clouds, trees,

Áo dài: embroidered brocade assemblage |

Mộng Mị (Reverie) collection — 2017

waves, evoking the spirit of Nature and its control

Pants: ready-made brocade |

Áo dài: silk |Cape: beading on organza silk |

over humankind. This dress was worn by singer

Accessories: hairband, brocade high heels

Pants: silk with mesh lining | Accessories:

Bích Phương, in her music video ‘Bùa Yêu’.

Courtesy Thuy Design House

headpiece, earrings, chicken-shaped clutch

*buttons created from left-over fabric at Thuy Design House’s studio

Courtesy Thuy Design House

1 • Tham, D and Springer, K. ‘The UNESCO-listed religion that worships women’,
CNN Travel, 3 July, 2018.
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N°11 - N°27

Nature & Symbolism

“In the pond, nothing is more beautiful than the lotus

Sources of inspiration play an important part in

design, from embroidered, printed and painted

Green leaves, pure white petals wrapped around golden pistils”

a designer’s creative process, from defining the

sunflowers; cockscomb flowers; daisies; apricot

key theme or mood of a collection, to the design

blossoms; marigold; chrysanthemums and the

elements and details of individual garments.

orchid; and the lotus, considered the national

Designers are frequently asked where their

flower of Vietnam which signifies purity, serenity,

inspiration comes from, and how it translates

commitment and optimism for the future. Thuỷ

into their designs. Thuỷ takes inspiration from

also draws inspiration from a vivid mythology

the natural, social and cultural world around

of gods, spirits and champions drawn from

her - transforming, creating and re-creating

Vietnamese folktales as well as from Buddhist,

elements to tell a multi-layered story infused with

Confucian and Taoist beliefs.

Vietnamese folk poem

Vietnamese folkloric elements. As she explains,
“I focus on the stories of Vietnam. My inspiration

Thuỷ has been a consistent advocate of traditional

comes from local folk narratives and I use my

Vietnamese culture which has seen her assemble

creations as a reminder of these inspiring stories,

a small personal collection of vintage textiles,

so that people don’t forget.”

decorative arts, ceramics, lacquer ware and
polaroid photographs from the 1960s and 70s; as

Influenced

by

decorative

arts,

nature,
textiles,

architecture,

Thuỷ’s

elements

mythical

of

literature,
dance,

collections
and

paintings,
music

well as the áo dài, Vietnam’s iconic dress and other

and

accessories (many of these objects you will find

incorporate

upstairs in ‘Identity and Womanhood’). Thuỷ’s

sacred

animals,

identity is inextricably linked to her heritage and

including hand embroidered phoenix; beaded

her collection is therefore also a way for her to

dragons and roosters; and hand painted turtles.

communicate with, and be inspired by, the past.

Flowers also feature predominantly in Thuỷ’s

12 •
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N°11
Mỵ Châu (Princess Mỵ Châu) collection — 2019
Dress: digital print, beading and embroidery on
satin | Accessories: cải lương inspired headpiece,
necklaces, earrings, custom made shoes
Courtesy Thuy Design House

From the latest in artificial intelligence to the
boom of mobile commerce, 3D printing and
blockchain, many designers and brands are
embracing the latest technologies to push the
limits of manufacturing, production, marketing
and wearability. Thủy Nguyễn’s merging of new
digital technologies with traditional hand-crafted

N°14

techniques

Ready to wear collection — 2017

demonstrates

how

adopting

the

Bomber jacket: digital print on brocade, beading |

latest technologies can lead to new creative and
aesthetic concepts, in addition to more freedom in

N°13

Wooden hanger crafted by Huế artisans

terms of design and geometric complexity.

Garment for Empress Dowager Dương Vân Nga

Courtesy Thuy Design House

in the movie Quỳnh Hoa Nhất Dạ — 2021
This dress from the Mỵ Châu collection uses

Dress: digital print and hand embroidery on

digital printing, beading and embroidery on

taffeta and satin; silk

satin to create a three-dimensional effect. The

Courtesy of Thuy Design House

Mỵ Châu collection was inspired by ‘The Magical
Bow’, a Vietnamese legend about the doomed

This costume has been designed for the film,

love of princess Mỵ Châu, whose father violently

‘Quỳnh Hoa Nhất Dạ’ (forthcoming release), a

ended her life due to her ‘blind’ love for prince

biopic of Dương Vân Nga, Empress Dowager of

Trọng Thủy. For the collection, Thủy re-interprets

the Đinh Dynasty (AD 968 – 980). The costume

this story of betrayal, saying the strongest thing

is based on the Giao Lĩnh dress of the early Lê

a human can do is to follow their heart. Of

Dynasty (980-1009). The Giao Lĩnh consisted of

the collection, Thủy states that she wanted to

multiple long flaps with a cross collared neck.

“... remind people of princess Mỵ Châu’s blind love,

The gown was influenced by the Chinese ‘hanfu’

as well as reflect on cải lương’s glamorous past.”

dress and has many similarities with the Japanese
‘hakama’ and the Korean ‘hanbok’. Accessories for
the dress were based on motifs of the Lê Dynasty
and can be found in temples and pagodas across
N°12

Vietnam, such as the lotus and the ‘Queen of the

N°15

Mỵ Châu (Princess Mỵ Châu) collection — 2019

Night’ flower (according to the legend of Dương

Ready to wear collection — 2017

Dress: digital print, beading and embroidery

Vân Nga, on the night she was born, the ‘Queen of

Bomber jacket: digital print on brocade |

on satin

The Night’ flowers bloomed all night throughout

Wooden hanger crafted by Huế artisans

Courtesy Thuy Design House

her family’s garden symbolising good luck).

Courtesy Thuy Design House
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N°18
Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017
Áo dài: hand embroidery on brocade; jade
Courtesy of Thuy Design House
“I wanted to make a film that could reach out to the
people of Vietnam, as well as Vietnamese people
living overseas, and those people who know and/or
love Vietnam. I wanted to communicate the story
of the áo dài to the youth, to people who do not
really know about its history and its beauty.”
— Thủy Nguyễn, December 2019
N°16

N°17

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) is a 2017 film directed

Garment for Angela Phương Trinh

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015

by Trần Bửu Lộc and Nguyễn Lê Phương Khanh,

Dress: beading, silk emboss and embroidery on

Dress: beading, hand-painted fabric emboss on

and produced by Ngô Thanh Vân and Thủy

taffeta silk | Accessories: silk headpiece with

taffeta and tulle | Pants: brocade and taffeta |

Nguyễn. The movie was internationally released

embroidery and beading, velvet shoes

Accessories: silk head piece, velvet shoes

at the 22nd Busan International Film Festival on

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

October 14, 2017 in Korea. Set in Saigon in the

Woodblock craft is believed to have evolved in

Embroidery is an ancient form of needlework that

dài tailor, Thanh Mai (played by Ngô Thanh Vân)

Vietnam during the 11th or early 12th century. As

has been used worldwide to embellish textiles for

and her cavalier daughter Như Ý (Ninh Dương

printing techniques developed, the production of

decorative and communicative purposes, and like

Lan Ngọc). In the film, Thanh Mai creates this ao

folk paintings developed in many localities, and

many needle arts, is believed to have originated

dai for Như Ý, with the family jade embroidered

folk paintings were often named after their place

in Asia and the Middle East. While it is not known

into its front. Như Ý, who does not like wearing

of production, for example Đông Hồ in Bắc Ninh

when embroidery art arrived in Vietnam, tribute

ao dai, throws this garment aside, accidentally

province; Hàng Trống in Hanoi, Sình Village in

is often paid to Lê Công Hành (1606-1661), who

breaking the family jade and is suddenly thrown

Huế; and Kim Hoàng painting in Hà Tây Province.

served as Vietnam’s envoy to China during the

into the future, where she soon learns the value of

Each village has its own unique style, Đông Hồ for

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).

appreciating this cultural tradition.

example is known for the durability and vibrancy

believed to have combined both Chinese and

of their colours. Common themes that are found

Vietnamese embroidery artistry creating the

As well as being a producer on the movie, Thủy

consistently include animals, every day and

unique technique employed in Vietnam today.

Nguyễn

spiritual life, local worship and folk tales.

His hometown of Quất Động is now known for its

with the release of the film, Thuy Design House

collective skill in this craft.

showcased in November that year its áo dài

1960s, Cô Ba Sài Gòn tells the story of a famed áo

Lê Công Hành is

designed

the

costumes.

Coinciding

collection, also named Cô Ba Sài Gòn, taking

Inspired by one of the most famous Đông Hồ
traditional woodcut prints, this dress features a

Today, Thuy Design House juxtaposes traditional

inspiration from her family home in Saigon and

N°19

child holding a chicken representing eminence

and

a

the geometric elements of its vintage tiles and

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015

or glory, and was worn by actor Angela Phương

combination of embroidery, collage and painting

mosaics, as well as from 1960s-inspired dresses

Overcoat: brocade, beading| Wooden hanger

Trinh on the red carpet at the premier of ‘Julieta’

known as tranh gói vải, a technique pioneered in

(see the Bomber Jackets on display nearby and the

crafted by Huế artisans

at the 2016 Cannes Film Festival.

the 20th century by Mr. Trần Văn Huy (known as

dresses in ‘Architecture of Memory’ upstairs).

Courtesy Thuy Design House

contemporary

techniques

using

Thủy Tiên), in Sa Đéc province, Southern Vietnam.
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N°20

N°22

Brocade Áo Dài collection — 2015

Flying Dragon, Dancing Phoenix — 2020

Áo dài: embroidery, beading and brocade on

Áo dài: beaded mesh, sequin | Pants: silk

satin | Pants: silk | Customised accessories

Courtesy of Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
This áo dài, created specifically for the exhibition,
Dragons have been part of Asian culture and

marks another step in Thủy’s creative thinking.

legends for more than 4,000 years.

In the

Made entirely by hand, this áo dài has been

religious traditions of Buddhism, Confucianism,

constructed with beaded mesh and different hand

and Taoism, they have been honoured as sources

stitching techniques. Working closely with skilled

of power and bringers of rain. The dragon is a

artisans each bead was stuck together to create

symbolic creature in the folklore and mythology

a web-like layer underneath, with the central

of Vietnam representing the universe, life

motif of the garment being ‘dragon dancing

and strength, as well as being associated with

with phoenix’. The image of the dragon and the

kingship. Dragons on robes began as a purely

phoenix embracing each other and rising up high

informal fashion during the Ming dynasty in

is both solemn and liberal, which is a symbol for

China (1368-1644), quickly becoming symbols

harmony, happiness, success and contentment.

of rank and power and have been adopted by
designers with the desire to convey strength,

Practising as both a visual artist and a designer,

vitality and sexuality.

this garment explores the intersection of art,
performance, fashion and craftsmanship. In

Thuy Design House’s Brocade Áo Dài collection,

crossing

as featured in ‘Heritage Fashion Magazine’ (April-

us “can clothing be art?” The ‘Wearable Art’

these

boundaries,

Thủy

is

asking

May 2015), combines the imagery of the dragon

movement as it is understood today emerged in

with hand-crafted floral motifs.

The collection

the 1930s, and in particular, found expression in

blends brocade, taffeta and silk and the colour

the American counterculture movement of the

palette is inspired by the distinctive five colour

1960s reflecting the social, political, and cultural

clouds (mây ngũ sắc) of Hàng Trống paintings.

upheavals of that decade.

The nón quai thao is a traditional Vietnamese

armature, wearable art is individual, hand-made,

flat palm leaf hat, which was worn by women in

expressive, and generally one-of-a-kind.

North Vietnam as an accessory to finer garments.

distinct from mainstream fashion for its blurring

While largely faded from daily use, they are worn

the lines between conceptual and functional, yet

in performances and at festivities.

remains connected to it. Although wearable art

Using the body as
It is

takes varied clothing related forms (sculptural
or flat), employing diverse techniques, styles and
materials (such as assemblages and found objects),
N°21

it is characterised by a spirit of experimentation,

First Brocade collection — 2013

fantasy, creative expression, and commitment to

Top: brocade | Wooden hanger crafted by

an idiosyncratic personal vision.1

Huế artisans
Courtesy Thuy Design House

4 • Whitely, L., Wearable Art (2020), Love to Know, retrieved from
https://fashion-history.lovetoknow.com/fashion-history-eras/wearable-art
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There is a long and rich history of animal symbolism
in art. In Southeast Asian societies certain animals,
both real and imagined, are also important as
religious, political and cultural symbols. The turtle
(rùa) for example has a special place in Vietnamese
culture and history symbolising longevity, strength
and intelligence.
Symbolic animal imagery features strongly in
the collections of Thuy Design House. Printed,
hand-painted and embroidered fabrics take their
inspiration from traditional paintings, drawings
and legends. The peacock depicted represents
wealth and luxury, while the carp swimming and
leaping against the current of the river is associated
with strength and perseverance.

N°23

N°26

Mộng Mị (Reverie) collection — 2017

Ready to wear collection — 2015

Dress: embroidery, beading on satin |

Cape: beading, embroidery on satin | Wooden

Pants: silk |Accessories: wooden shoes

hanger crafted by Huế artisans

with beading

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

N°25

N°24

Tình Tang (Playful) collection — 2019

Tình Tang (Playful) collection — 2019

N°27

Dress: embroidery, beading on taffeta |

Dress: fabric draping on satin fabric |

Tình Tang (Playful) collection — 2019

Accessories: customised trainers, pink tights,

Pants: fabric draping on satin |

Top: brocade, beading | Wooden hanger crafted

duck-shaped clutch

Customised accessories

by Huế artisans

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
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N°28 - N°37

Pattern & Shape
Traditionally, fashion design texts suggest a

Fashion is a delicate balance of art, commerce

‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to the design process:

and sustainability, and central to Thuỷ’s success is

research – sketch – flat-pattern – drape –

her team of artisans, craftspeople, seamstresses,

fabrication. While these are the essential building

technical directors, project assistants as well as

blocks of the design process, each designer must

marketing managers and sales assistants. Thuỷ

develop their own personal philosophy of design,

points out “I am the creative mind of the team,

N°28

N°30

and a particular way of working, in order to

the artist in all stages of production.”

Mộng Mị (Reverie) collection — 2017

Gấm (Brocade) collection — 2014

Vest: digital print, beading on organza | Top:

Top: hand embroidery on brocade | Pants: silk |

In 2019, her design and business acumen was

organza | Skirt: embroidery on printed brocade |

Customised accessories

Having received no formal fashion training,

listed by ‘Forbes Vietnam’ as one of the top fifty

Customised accessories

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Thuỷ’s designs are authentic, spontaneous and

most influential women in the country. While she

Courtesy Thuy Design House

intuitive. Freedom from convention is a defining

considers that award encouraging, she is mindful

attribute of her fashion. Her creative process

that “... opportunistic business practices cause

begins with an assemblage of shapes from which

us to overlook the importance of education and

she sketches her designs and constructs her

conservation, jeopardising important techniques

patterns, she explains, “I had to learn everything

and craftsmanship. As an entrepreneur these are

on my own. As a result, I wasn’t restrained by

important ethical issues.”3

2

generate new ideas and yield fresh concepts.

any standards. I was able to reinterpret my own
experience as I tried the clothes on and to try and

Ultimately the design process connects the

find the answers to what I really want.”1

producer with the consumer. Thuỷ explains, she
is designing for the contemporary Vietnamese

Thuỷ’s design process is based on a series of

woman - cosmopolitan, open minded and juggling

creative choices from the structure and shape

multiple roles and responsibilities. “I admire

of the garments, to the selection of materials,

women who fight for their own happiness.

colours and textures, its stitching and decoration,

Balanced, well-rounded. Everything they do and

as well as the importance of attention to detail.

create has some sort of effortlessness.”4

Her collections are a confluence between the

N°29

N°31

aesthetic, technical, and thematic. Thuỷ considers

Gió Mùa Về (Monsoon Arrival) collection — 2017

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017

each garment to be a work of art with aesthetic

Dress: digital print with fabric and beading

Áo dài: print on satin | Corset: digital print

and visual vocabulary that informs her brand,

on brocade | Cape: beading and chicken feathers

and beading on satin | Pants: satin |

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Customised accessories

1 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019

the interior design of her shops and her range of

2 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019

accessories.

4 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019

3 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019

Courtesy Thuy Design House
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N°32

N°34

N°36

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015

Tình Tang (Playful) collection — 2019

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017

Coat and pants: digital print and beading on

Top: pleated organza | Strapless dress: beading

Áo dài: print on satin | Pants: satin |

brocade | Accessories: headpiece with beading,

and digital print on taffeta |

Customised accessories

velvet and shoes

Accessories: earrings, velvet and wooden shoes

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

N°33

N°35

N°37

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015

Áo dài: digital print on brocatelle | Pants: silk |

Áo dài: print on satin | Pants: satin |

Áo dài: digital print on silk | Pants: silk |

Customised accessories

Customised accessories

Customised accessories

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
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N°38 - N°51

Wrapped in Colour

Tickled pink. Red with rage. Got the blues. Green with envy. Shrinking violet.
Murray, G. (2018) Millennial Pink Was No Accident:
The Hidden Meanings Behind The Colours You Wear, Refinery 29.

1 • Cuba A, Murray, G, Millennial Pink was no accident: The Hidden Meanings
Behind the Colours You Wear, Refinery 29, 14 September 2018, retrieved from
[https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/colors-ana-cuba-refinery-29/index.html]

Central to Thuỷ’s success is her delicate, feminine

artistic palette, but are associated symbolically

and romantic designs, and her imaginative and

with happiness, love, luck, hope, celebration

bold use of colour. Throughout fashion history

and prosperity. Colour has a strong influence

colour tells a rich story of class, politics, cultural

on the way we perceive things. Our relationship

traditions, consumerism and identity.1 Such

with colour is constantly evolving and the

history has entered our everyday to conjure up

meaning attached to different hues is culturally

images of particular garments appropriate for

constructed (eg. via popular trend). Colour can

specific occasions: such as the little black dress;

be a powerful tool to communicate, to transcend

black tie; the pure white wedding dress; the

barriers, express individuality, empowerment,

perfect blue denim; the classic grey suit.

solidarity and strength.

Colour is of fundamental importance to Thuỷ and

Carl

permeates every aspect of her life. “I use colour

psychoanalyst once said, “... colour is the mother

as a means to subtly but still passionately express

tongue of the subconscious...” and it can be argued

my feelings. That is a metaphor for emotions”, she

that Thuỷ’s attraction to colour communicates

reveals. Her signature colours of green, yellow,

an act of defiant optimism in an era of vast

red and orange are not only reflective of her

environmental, social and political change.

Jung,

an

influential

psychiatrist

and

26 •
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N°38
Black and White collection — 2013
Dress: Ponte Roma fabric |
Customised accessories
Courtesy Thuy Design House
This simple tent dress is a signature piece of Thuy
Design House. It can be worn as a mini dress, or
with leggings, and hangs loose from shoulder to
below the hips. The dress has a single seam on the
side to connect the two edges of the fabric and can
be made in a wide variety of fabrics and bright
colours. The dress may vary in sleeve and length,

N°39

N°41

and can be altered with other embellishments

The Rose collection — 2012

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015

such as buttons or fringes. The creative pattern

Top and skirt: cotton | Customised accessories

Halter top: silk emboss on brocade, velvet |

technique for this dress, as developed by Thủy,

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Pants: brocade | Customised accessories

makes full use of the excess fabric.

Courtesy Thuy Design House

“My process first begins with a shape, the basic

Launching and running a fashion brand more

ones such as circle, triangle, square or rectangle.

often than not revolves around the creation of

In order to transform these shapes into something

collections. The quality of these collections and

more interesting, I need to have sketches, prints

the consistency of that quality and presentation,

- which reflects how I work as an artist such as

is often what sets successful brands from the rest.

colour combinations, shapes and the story behind

Thuy Design House is known for its signature

each design.”

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection first

— Thủy Nguyễn

launched in 2015.

top diameter

With its colourful ready to

wear áo dài, this collection has featured in Elle,
L’Officiel, Harper’s Bazaar Vietnam and Đẹp
Magazine, and has continued to evolve since its
inception, with the addition of the áo yếm (halter
top) and shorter sleeves, designed to make the áo
dài more convenient to wear on a daily basis.

►

height
In 2017, Thủy inaugurated the #toimacaodaimungmottet (I wear áo dài on the first day of
Tet) campaign to encourage people to wear the

bottom diameter

N°40

áo dài as an expression of Vietnam’s cultural

First collection — 2011

heritage and as a means of preserving it for

Top: silk | Pants: silk | Customised accessories

future generations. The campaign continues to

Courtesy Thuy Design House

the present day.
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N°42

N°44

N°46

Brocade Áo Dài collection — 2015

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017

Mộng Mị (Reverie) collection — 2017

Skirt: brocade | Top: embroidery on brocade |

Dress: digital print and silk emboss on satin |

Coat and pants: print on satin, organza |

Customised accessories

Customised accessories

Customised accessories

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
N°47
Garment for the movie
Mẹ Chồng (Mistress) — 2017
Top: Cotton, beading on velvet |
Pants: silk | Customised accessories
Courtesy Thuy Design House
This dress featured in the 2017 movie, ‘Mẹ Chồng
(Mistress)’, directed by Lý Minh Thắng and was
worn by Thanh Hằng (Ba Trân). Thủy took her
inspiration for the costume from the áo bà ba, a
traditional southern Vietnamese garment, and
combined it with elements of the ‘Le Mur’ áo
dài (1934). The ‘Le Mur’ marked an important
milestone in the modern innovation of áo dài and
was conceived of by the Hanoian artist Nguyễn

N°43

N°45

Cát Tường, who was inspired by Paris fashions

Viên Mãn (Contentment) collection — 2016

Mộng Mị (Reverie) collection — 2017

fusing Western elements such as puffy shoulders

Halter top: digital printing on brocade | Skirt:

Dress: beading, embroidery on satin and

and a large collar with the five-panel gown. (See

digital print on organza | Customised accessories

organza silk | Customised accessories

the books within ‘Identity and Womanhood’

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

upstairs for more information on the ‘Le Mur’.)
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N°51
Sợi Tơ Hồng (The Red Thread) collection — 2020
Top: beading and fabric on taffeta mixed organza
| Skirt: digital print, beading on satin and
organza | Customised accessories
Courtesy Thuy Design House
Vietnam is a multi-ethnic country comprising
over fifty ethnic groups, each with their own
dialects and distinct cultures and traditions.
Predominantly inhabiting the highland regions
these groups are incredibly diverse, facing
challenges such as geographic isolation, social
exclusion and low levels of education and
employment.
This collection was inspired by the ‘White Thái’
N°48

N°49 & No°50

(Thái trắng) of North West Vietnam as well as the

Tình Tang (Playful) collection — 2019

Mỵ Châu (Princess Mỵ Châu) collection — 2019

‘Hoa Ban’ flowers that bloom in February and

Dress: organza silk | Customised accessories

Dress: digital print on velvet | Coat: digital print

March, signalling the beginning of Spring. These

Courtesy Thuy Design House

on satin | Customised accessories

flowers often appear in poems to symbolize the

Courtesy Thuy Design House

charm and beauty of Thái and Tày women.
The Thái minorities are usually categorised
by colour including the Red, Black and White.
The White Thái usually wear bright coloured
costumes in pinks and white. Their blouses
are distinguished by a heart-shaped collar to
emphasise the wearer’s neck.
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N°52 - N°55

Light & Shadow

“We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the patterns of

The cultural associations of shadows are often

bleached lab coats and uniforms worn by doctors,

shadows, the light and the darkness, that one thing against

negative, a metaphor for the illusory, the

nurses and scientists as proof of cleanliness, or

another creates... Were it not for shadows, there would be

unknown and sinister aspects of life, and yet we

white garments worn by pilgrims portraying

no beauty.”

forget that the darkness shadows cast is evidence

simplicity. In many eastern cultures, white is used

of light. This interplay of light and shadow finds

in mourning, symbolising purity and rebirth.

Jun’ichirō Tanizaki (1933)

expression in art, architecture and fashion not

In Praise of Shadows.

only in what materials are used, but in how they

Thuy

are being used and the message they convey. Black

manipulating light and shadow through the

and white clothing has an undeniable power.

effect of 3D embroidery and bead work to

Black connotes seriousness, power and humility,

create reflections and gradient colour - elements

as in the black worn by religious orders. At the

informed from her fine art training. While

same time, it can symbolise luxury and poverty as

shadow and light, black and white can appear to

well as evil and penance, for example in the black

have contradictory qualities, the garments here

cloaks of witches or the black leather jackets worn

appear to be heavy and fragile, obscure and light,

by biker gangs. In many cultures, it is the symbol

organic and rectilinear, solid and porous. All these

of mourning and grief, but can simultaneously be

different qualities create compelling compositions

the epitome of sophistication and sex appeal.

of depth, light and monochromatic hues.

Many of the concepts that white symbolises are
associated with purity, modesty, and hygiene.
From the white áo dài worn by young girls
symbolising innocence and youthfulness, to

often

likes

to

‘play

hide

and

seek’,
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N°54

N°55

N°52

N°53

Lotus Áo Dài — 2017

White Lotus Áo Dài — 2017

Flamingo Áo Dài — 2017

Phoenix Áo Dài — 2017

Áo dài: beading, fabric emboss on sequin fabric |

Áo dài: beading, fabric emboss on taffeta |

Áo dài: beading on taffeta | Pants: silk

Áo dài: beading on taffeta | Pants: silk

Pants: silk

Pants: silk

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
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N°56 - N°64

Architecture of Memory
Architecture and the urban lived environment

Thuỷ’s colours, patterns, forms and designs

have been a rich source of inspiration for fashion

pay homage to her roots, to her personal story

for centuries, impacting concept, image and

and origins. Her clothes feature scenes of local

material from global perspectives. Using textiles

traditional streetscapes and French colonial

as their building blocks, fashion designers have

buildings, in contrast with the more severe

experimented

proportions

industrial backdrops of Vietnam. Thuỷ’s forms

and swooping angles, constructing patterns and

reflect the curves of roofs and structures of

shapes in much the same way that architects

temples and pagodas; to more intimate glimpses

utilise concrete, cement, and glass to build their

through a window of her winter home, in Hanoi.

structures. Fashion houses have reflected an

Of her Gió Mùa Về (Monsoon Arrival) collection

active engagement with architecture, whether

(2016) Thuỷ shares “Each of the northeast

through the work of Frank Gehry for Balenciaga;

monsoon winds will not forget to bring their

or the delicate details of Arabesque architecture

bone-chilling cold. But strangely, even though

for Chloe1; or through the designs of Italian/

wind and rain, even though cold mist sits on dry

Haitian designer Stella Jean, who regularly draws

branches, the roses in front of my house will

on her roots, citing Haiti’s gingerbread houses,

still be blooming, crimson, aromatic... I will, too,

vibrant colours, and the Caribbean climate as

remember the street vendors, the voices echoing

sources of inspiration.

like a country melody - so easy to remember,

with

exaggerated

not forget.”
Such fashion conveys delight and fascination
with the urban environment, but also tells a
more nuanced story about our interaction and
relationship with it. Each designer interprets their
architectural inspiration to meet their individual
style. In today’s globalised world, it is almost
impossible to practice architecture separate
from fashion since both arts are responsive to

1 • Stewart, J 2017, ‘Side by Side Images Reveal How Much High
Fashion is Inspired by Architecture’, My Modern Met. Retrieved from
https://mymodernmet.com/architecture-fashion-design/

the individuals’ and the societies’ culture and

2 • Essays, UK. (2018). Relationship between Architecture and Fashion. Retrieved

environment.2

php?vref=1

from

https://www.ukessays.com/essays/architecture/fashion-and-architecture.

N°56

N°57

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017

Gió Mùa Về (Monsoon Arrival) collection — 2017

Dress: digital print and beading on brocade |

Dress: print on satin | Customised accessories

Customised accessories

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
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N°58

N°60

N°62

N°63

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017

Cô Ba Sài Gòn (The Tailor) collection — 2017

Non Nước collection — 2018

Non Nước collection — 2018

Dress: digital print and beading on brocade,

Dress: print on brocade, satin |

Dress: print on brocade and organza

Dress: print on brocade and organza

chiffon | Customised accessories

Customised accessories

silk|Customised accessories

silk|Customised accessories

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House

N°59

N°61

N°64

Gió Mùa Về (Monsoon Arrival) collection — 2017

Gió Mùa Về (Monsoon Arrival) collection — 2017

Gió Mùa Về (Monsoon Arrival) collection — 2017

Dress: digital print on brocade, beading

Top: digital print on silk | Skirt: digital print

Áo dài: beading with chicken feathers and fabric

Courtesy Thuy Design House

on brocade | Customised accessories

on denim | Pants: denim | Customised accessories

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Courtesy Thuy Design House
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N°65 - N°70

Identity & Womanhood
Born and raised in Hanoi as an only child, Thuỷ

costumes, Biên Hoà and Thành Lễ ceramics, to

“My art is a perpetuation of traditional values, I inherit them

relied on her imagination to entertain herself,

even Thuỷ’s original highschool áo dài school

and revive them in my contemporary practice. That is actually

which included sewing dresses from curtain fabric

uniform, signed by all her friends. For Thuỷ, this

not a ritual, it’s just a lifestyle”

for her dolls, to copying images from cartoons.1

room is an intimate self-portrait, where objects

Thuỷ graduated from Vietnam University of Fine

prompt cherished personal memories. These

Arts and completed her postgraduate studies

objects that reflect Thuỷ’s perception of identity

at the National Academy of Visual Arts and

and womanhood are also integral as inspiration

Architecture, Kiev. Thuỷ explains that while her

for her designs - you will find many of the objects

“... need to paint, is like other people’s need to eat,

in this room reflected in various garments across

sleep or breathe...”2, she felt restricted by fine art

this entire exhibition.

Thủy Nguyễn, 2019

academic traditions, and thus fashion gave her a
way to break free.

Such objects are what inform and influence
the multidisciplinary creative practice of Thuỷ

Thuỷ contends that “... each and every collection

- evidenced across all her visual art, film and

is her own story...” dealing with her “... feelings,

fashion endeavors. In 2016, Thuỷ realized another

curiosity, experiences, doubts and fears.” Her

personal dream in her founding of The Factory

collections contain deeply personal and self-

Contemporary Arts Centre; she shares “When I

expressive

intense

look at fashion and different types of crafts, I look at

emotions and profound spirituality based on

old embroidered works, clothes and photographs

her innate commitment to Vietnam’s culture and

to learn their histories and techniques. Twenty

traditions.

years ago, in Vietnam, there was no public space

narratives

imbued

with

for contemporary art, exhibition venues were few

1 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019
2 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019
3 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019

Within this room Thuỷ shares particular objects

and professional curatorship did not exist until

and memories that have influenced her life, and

the 2000’s.... Remembering those feelings, I told

thus her designs. Ranging from her own paintings,

myself I needed to build a platform to support

Indochina postcards, colorful Hàng Trống prints,

artists like myself and my classmates, to connect

vintage stamps designed by famous Vietnamese

everyone in the Vietnamese art scene.”3

artists or featuring Vietnam’s diverse ethnic

42 •
Thủy’s

• 43
multidisciplinary

creative

practice
Thuỷ’s children’s paintings

spans diverse disciplines including painting, art
installations, fashion and design and she draws
her inspiration from a wide variety of historical

These paintings were created by Thuy’s children,

and contemporary sources. Her fashion collections

their creativity is of immense pride and inspiration

are often created around elaborate stories that are

to Thuy, particularly evident in her conceiving of

profoundly personal, reflecting upon her ancestral

her Viên Mãn (Contentment) collection.

history, specifically her deep-seated commitment
to Vietnam’s culture and traditions. Family is one
of Thủy’s most enduring influences, as evidenced

Thuỷ’s accessories

by her Viên Mãn (Contentment) collection (2016),
featuring poems and drawings made by her

Myriad accessories - headbands, artisan shoes,

children. Motherhood, in particular, plays a central

handbags, carpets and more - are just a few items

role with Thủy stating that the “Viên Mãn collection

Thuy has purchased on her numerous travels in

marked one of my happiest periods.”

order to study an object’s technique and material.
N°65

N°67

In her own words, Thuỷ said she wants “... to touch,

Thủy finds inspiration from “... strong contemporary

Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015

Viên Mãn (Contentment) collection — 2016

feel and hold the material to really understand

women, who have very open minds, lead a

Dress: silk embroidery on velvet

Dress: digital print, beading on organza |

it. Understanding how textiles deteriorate and

cosmopolitan lifestyle and are prepared to fight

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Customised accessories

break down over time, what happens when

Courtesy Thuy Design House

colours blend in together. This tactility and direct

for their own happiness.” Her Lúng Liếng (Wicked
Gestures) collection (2015), is inspired by paintings

exposure are crucial and has contributed to my

of women by 20th century Vietnamese artists

passion developed over many years.”1

such as the untitled print of Mai Trung Thứ. This
collection also took inspiration from 20th century
international

master

painters

Pablo

Picasso

Thuỷ’s personal items

and Piet Mondrian. With its innovative printing
techniques and traditional forms, the Lúng Liếng

Vintage trunks, furniture, musical instruments,

collection reflects the dichotomous relationship

Ukrainan fruit trays are just a few objects l from

between the traditional and modern, attesting to

Thuỷ’s home and studio - personal items that are

the changing role of women in Vietnam.

tied to her memories – check out her hand painted
suitcase and shoes!

WeChoice Awards (2017) featuring Thuỷ Nguyễn
Documentary video
Courtesy of WeChoice Awards, VCCorp
N°66
Lúng Liếng (Wicked Gestures) collection — 2015
Dress: print on brocade | Pants: silk
Courtesy Thuy Design House
1 • Dolla Merrillees in conversation with Thủy Nguyễn, December 7, 2019
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N°68

N°69

Garment for Linh Nga — 2016

Garment for Hoàng Thuỷ Linh’s

Overcoat: organza | Dress: brocade

Để Mị nói cho mà nghe music video — 2019

Courtesy Thuy Design House

Dress: beading, embroidery on taffeta

The artist-muse relationship is a well-known trope

N°70

that has existed for centuries, but more recently

Cape: from Tình Tang collection: digital print

has become an important part of the fashion

on silk, embroidery, beading | Accessories:

discourse. Fashion designers have consistently

headpiece and waistband

regarded certain models, celebrities or personal

Courtesy Thuy Design House

friends as their muse — not only casting them in
marketing campaigns, runway shows or as brand

Music plays an important part in Thủy’s life,

ambassadors, but also dressing them for special

with some of her earliest memories being of her

occasions or collaborating with them on special

father singing and playing the guitar. Traditional

projects.

Famous examples include Hubert de

Vietnamese music, with its combination of

Givenchy and Audrey Hepburn; Sofia Coppola

native, foreign and Vietnamese ethnic minority

and Marc Jacobs; and Jennifer Connelly and

influences, continues to inspire her artistic

Nicolas Ghesquière.

practice and fashion designs.

Dancer, Linh Nga, dubbed the ‘peacock’ of

This garment was commissioned by singer Hoàng

Vietnamese folk dance, is one such source of

Thùy Linh to feature in her award-winning music

inspiration for Thủy. A long-standing friend

video ‘Để Mị Nói Cho Mà Nghe (Let Me Tell You)’,

and supporter of Thuy Design House, she has

from her latest album ‘Hoàng’ (2019). The video

commissioned

from

was based on ‘Husband and Wife A Phu’, a short

Thủy as well as wearing many of her collections.

performance

costumes

story in ‘Northwest Stories’ (1953), by acclaimed

Linh Nga also advised Thuy Design House on

writer Tô Hoài.

the choreography and dance movements for
the catwalk of the Tình Tang collection, helping

Thủy’s designs were based on the distinctive

to animate the clothes for the audience. This

H’mông dress and textiles of Vietnam’s northwest

garment was designed specifically for Linh Nga,

region, with their meticulous patterns, intricate

consisting of a halter collar maxi dress and

embroidery and vivid colours.

overcoat adorned with delicate embellishments.

dress is historically based on birth and clan

H’mông ethnic

lineage and incorporates designs that carry
cultural beliefs, clan identification and legends.
Clothing style also distinguishes the different
subgroups such as Black H’mông (Hmoob Dub),
Striped H’mông (Hmoob Txaij), White H’mông
(Hmoob Dawb), Flower H’mông (Hmong Sib),
Green H’mông (Hmoob Ntsuab), and Blue H’mông
(Hmoob Leeg).
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Thủy Nguyễn’s highschool áo dài

Tia-Thuy Nguyen

Moodboard, fabric, button and thread samples

Collection of stamps, black and white photos &

signed by all her classmates on their

Eyes (2004 - ongoing)

graduation day — 1998

Acrylic on canvas

As Thuy creates her collections, she will sit and

Áo dài: Silk

Dimensions variable

play with various materials and techniques as

Thuỷ has long been fascinated by the evolution of

samples, before fully incorporating them into

clothes, makeup and hairstyles. Purchased from

Indochina postcards

“Back then, every highschool girl had a white áo

Tia-Thuy Nguyen* speaks of these paintings

her designs. Several of these samples have been

various sources over the years, the vast array of

dài as uniform. My memories are not only with

as a series of ‘gazes’, recalling varied family,

placed on display here – from embroidery, printed

vintage stamps, polaroid photos and postcards of

the áo dài but also with all those school years. I

colleagues, acquaintances and strangers who

fabrics, buttons, threads and more.

Vietnamese attire, scattered all over this room,

still have it after graduating from high school. It

have both, at turns, placed pressure or comfort

were produced during the French colonial period

has all my classmates’ signatures on it.”

on her life. The ‘gaze’ of another is the most

(1887-1954). These serve as visual references for

— Thủy Nguyễn, December 2019.

prominent memory for Tia-Thuy in her recall of

her research on the history of fashion in Vietnam,

people and place.

sharing the social life surrounding its diversity, in
particular the changing styles of the áo dài and
the accessories that accompanied them. For Thuỷ,

Tia-Thuy Nguyen artworks (self portrait and

these images provide window onto a world little

Books and magazines

recalled in Vietnam today, drawn to how women

untitled nude line drawings)

*In the art world, Thủy is known as ‘Tia-Thuy Nguyen’

Varied books about Vietnam can be found strewn

were depicted and dressed at that time, within

Much of Tia-Thủy Nguyen’s art is a study of her

across this room, from the history of its art and

rural and urban settings. (Please see the various

own body in various pose and emotion. Her

fashion, picture books of Hanoi and Saigon, its

iterations of áo dài in ‘Áo dài: Future Creation’ on

reflections are both bold (evident in her facial

history of decorative arts as pattern and craft, the

the ground floor).

expressions which are often in gestures of

diverse ethnic and religious customs, rituals and

exclamation) and sensual (evident in her line

clothing of Vietnam; to the history of its dynastic

drawings which are suggestive of her unclothed

fabrics and robes. These books and magazines

body). It could be said that this study of her own

are regularly referred to by Thuỷ as she produces

psychological and physical form is a necessary

every

element of both her fine art and fashion

technique and style.

methodology.

collection,

influencing

her

narrative,
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Hàng Trống paintings

Tranh gói vải

Mai Trung Thứ print

Biên Hoà ceramics

Thuỷ is an admirer of folk art in general, but

This craft is a type of collage painting with all

Mai Trung Thứ is known as one of the 4 pillars

Traditional pottery craft from Biên Hoà, along

particularly artisan Lê Đình Nghiên (b.1950) who

figurative details created using padded silk or

of modern Vietnamese art (alongside fellow

the Đồng Nai river (just outside Ho Chi Minh City)

is considered the last and only artisan of Hàng

brocade. It was invented by Mr. Trần Văn Huy

painters Lê Phổ, Lê Thị Lựu, Vũ Cao Đàm). Known

has been famous since the late 19th Century. This

Trống paintings. Thuỷ has a sizable collection of

(also known as Thuỷ Tiên), popular in the Mekong

for his soft palette and delicate treatment of a

city held the first pottery school within French

Hàng Trống paintings, of which two are present

delta in the 1950s-60s, but is now sadly slowly

woman’s form, here we see a young girl with long

Indochina (1903), its delicate glaze and forms

in this room: Mẫu Thượng Ngàn (Goddess of

disappearing. Initially, it was used exclusively to

black hair wearing an áo dài. Thuỷ particularly

considered a unique mix of Vietnamese, Chinese

the Mountains) and Ngũ Hổ (The Five Tigers),

depict religious portraits for the altar. Gradually

is intrigued and inspired by Mai Trung Thứ’s

and Cham motif and technique. In Thuỷ’s personal

depicting

Mother

its application was expanded to include a more

characterisation of women, who appear to be as

collection, various ceramic antiques illustrate

Goddess religion. Such images are referenced

mythical

symbols

of

the

diverse range of themes, presented at various

feminine and traditional as they are free-spirited

Vietnamese heroic narratives and cultural rituals,

across many of Thuỷ’s designs, particularly her

celebratory occasions such as weddings, birthdays

and cheeky - something that Thuỷ relates to in her

most notably women in áo dài, worn within

Mỵ Châu collection. Her Brocade Áo Dài, Viên

and housewarmings. Inspired by the visual effect

view on Vietnamese women.

domestic and festive occasions.

Mãn and Mộng Mị collections are also distinctly

of this craft, Thuỷ adapts this technique into

influenced by such woodcut print folk culture, in

some of her designs, most visibly in garment

color, form and vibrancy.

N°17, displayed in the bamboo room of

(See garments N°10, N°11 and N°12)

‘Nature and Symbolism’.
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“Sleep my dearest, dream an everyday dream...”
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Thủy Nguyễn

Thuỷ Nguyễn graduated from the Vietnam

The diverse range of Thuỷ’s creative practice

University of Fine Art, Hanoi and gained a PhD

can also be seen through her role as producer

in Fine Art from the National Academy of Fine

of several films such as The Tailor (Cô Ba Sài

Art and Architecture, Kiev (Ukraine). Despite not

Gòn) - a romantic comedy highlighting the old

receiving formal training, Thuỷ boldly embarked

Saigon lifestyle through the evolution of the áo

on her fashion journey by opening up the first

dài. Within the artistic community, she is known

Thuy Design House store on Đồng Khởi, Saigon,

as ‘Tia-Thuỷ Nguyễn’, particularly in her role as

in 2011. What contributes to her success is the

the founder of ‘The Factory Contemporary Arts

qualities of true feminine beauty found in her

Center’ in Ho Chi Minh City, established in 2016

designs; the usage of bold colours and creative

(the first purpose-built space for contemporary

combination of different types of fabric - all of

art in Vietnam). In 2019, Thuỷ was listed as one

which helps to bring out and depict what it means

of the fifty most influential women by Forbes

to be a contemporary woman in today’s Vietnam.

Vietnam for her work and contribution to design,

Thuỷ is committed to exploring traditional

visual arts and creative business.

Vietnamese cultural heritage. Her collections
often take inspiration from historical textiles,
artistic handicrafts and ceramics, paintings by
20th century Vietnamese masters (who graduated
from The École supérieure des Beaux-Arts de
l’Indochine), and especially the áo dài - a symbol
Thủy Nguyễn
by TANGTANGStudio, September 2020

of Vietnamese culture - amongst other traditional
fashion accessories.
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Dolla S. Merrillees

Dolla S. Merrillees is a curator, cultural producer,

Merrillees is currently undertaking a Master

consultant and author of The Woodcutter’s

of Philosophy at the University of Sydney and

Wife: A Stepmother’s Tale (2007).

Merrillees is

recently developed Western Sydney University’s

an accomplished public speaker and writer,

arts and culture decadal strategy, as well as

contributing to numerous online and print

consulting for the University of Tasmania and

publications and most recently presenting and

the City of Launceston. Merrillees was previously

moderating at the Sherman Centre for Culture and

Associate Director, Sherman Contemporary Art

Ideas Fashion Hub (19-29 October, 2020, Sydney).

Foundation (SCAF) where she managed over 16
projects and oversaw the production and design

Merrillees was the former Director of the Museum

of 17 publications.

of Applied Arts and Sciences (MAAS) as well as
having been Director of Curatorial, Collections

Board

and Exhibitions at MAAS since the beginning

included

of 2014.

Significant achievements include the

City of Sydney (2016-19), the Advisory Board,

establishment of the ‘MAAS Centre for Fashion’,

Institute for Culture and Society, Western Sydney

the first such centre of excellence in an Australian

University (2016-19) and Merrillees is a member

cultural

committee

Curatorial

appointments
Advisory

have

Committee,

development

of Chief Executive Women and is recognised in

of strategic partnerships with national and

Who’s Who of Australian Women. Merrillees also

international institutions including the Musée

sits on the SCCI (Sherman Centre for Culture and

des Arts Décoratifs, Centre Pompidou, and Palais

Ideas) Fashion Hub Advisory Committee and is

Galliera (Paris); the Museum of Art & Design,

one of three SCCI Global Emissaries. Merrillees

Museum of Modern Art and the Metropolitan

is represented by Silverfox Management Group,

Museum of Art (New York); the Los Angeles

Sydney and Grey Models, London.

institution,

and

the

County Museum of Art; the Victoria & Albert
Dolla S. Merrillees
Courtesy Daniel Boud

and

Museum, British Museum, Wellcome Trust, and
Design Museum (London); and M+ Hong Kong.
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Address
The Factory Contemporary Arts Centre
15 Nguyen U Di, Thao Dien, District 2,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Website
https://factoryartscentre.com/
Email
info@factoryartscentre.com

